MMSlog®

Multifunctional Trolley
The Complete Solution

The MMSlog® Multifunctional Trolley, has a folded steel sheet body with epoxy coating (3 colors
available), a top & base made of plastic polymer (ABS) and 4 x 125 mm. diameter casters. The
front drawers are available in 3 heights and equipped with telescopic guide-rails allowing the
drawer to be fully opened for easier access to the products. The trolley also has an ABS drawer
cover (3 colors available) and the tray is made according to the 600 x 400 mm standard and
can be subdivided and removed from the drawer. The trolley’s versatility lies in the numerous
accessories available, which can be added to the top, sides and back side.
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Multifunctional Trolley Accesories
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Distributor:
Telescopic utility pole

Waste bin

Sharps container holder

Glove box holder

Peel pouch catheter
holder

Pull out side desk

Overbridge accessories:
· Hook · Racks of tilt bins · Shelves

Defibrilator shelf

CPR cardiac board

Gas cylinder holder

Suction unit shelf

Drawer central locking

Tilt-out bin

Electronic lock

HOSPITAL SOLUTIONS

Warehouse inventory system for perishable products (non pharmaceutical) which is managed by the Kanban principle and equipped with adjustable features (according to ISO 3394), shelving, order-scanning hardware (on-site PDA scanner or remote Kanban Box scanner) and with the Kanban Manager inventory management
software, allows the central office and the aforementioned warehouse to increment storage capacity, applying the FIFO (First In, First Out) principle absolutely to
prevent expired stocks and achieve the “orders equal consumption” maxim.

MMSlog®
Service Store - “Kanban” System

Agreed Stocks

Safety Stock
Consumption

Agreed stock of a product. At each consumable store, each product/reference is available
in a quantity defined as “Agreed Stock”, which is calculated based on consumption
between supply intervals (daily, every 3 days or weekly) plus a 30-40% safety stock.
Product
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Stock
“Double compartment” agreed stock.
Each item in the service store is
assigned to a unique location with
a double compartment (bin), where
each compartment stores ½ the
agreed stock for that item.
Note: The Kanban principle, according to
logistics criteria, can be performed either
left to right (L/R) or front to back (F/B).
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Picking
Picking the product. Each
compartment has a green or red
identification label at the front.
The nursing service performs
the picking of product by default
always from a compartment with
a green label.
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Orders

Scanning
Order scanning. With one simple download, all the
tag data scanned by the Kanban Box for any given
warehouse/unit (based on an agreed frequency) can
be sent to the Kanban Management Software system,
and following confirmation the preparation orders
(printed orders) are issued, or an interface file will
be generated, ready to be captured by the Central
Warehouse Management software (CWM).

Empty drawer equals order
made. As soon as the first compartment becomes empty, the
visible effect of the empty compartment tells the nursing staff
that they must make a replenishment order. To do that, they must
remove the green tag (from the
first drawer) and insert it into the
Kanban Box MMSlog which will
emit an audible signal to confirm
to the user that the RFID tag has
been correctly scanned.

MMSlog®
Modular Shelving

MMSlog®
Modular System
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Product restocking – Logistics staff
or the auxiliary nurse in the service
warehouse must place the red tag in
front of the empty drawer, returning the
green tag from the Kanban Box to the
front of the compartment they are using
(the oldest batch). The new stock is then
placed in the empty compartment, thus
ensuring that the cycle is repeated.

MMSlog®
Modular Cabinet

Opaque or transparent ABS

Minimalist and economic solution

Kit-format packaging

Load capacity of 25 Kg

ABS sliding guide-rails

Door fitted with a transparent window

Strong fastening of the divider to the basket

Easy to assemble

Inner panel/guide with roulettes

Strong fastening of the divider to the tray

Adjustable legs

45º leaning of the basket when pulled out

The divider can be split

No tools needed for shelf adjustment

Damp-proof external panels

Strong fastening of the split divider

High load capacity of the shelving rack (200 kg)

Continuous work surface with blunt edges

MMSlog®

Remote Scanning
System

Kanban Box MMSlog® RFID Scanning System

RFID technology (UHF range 865-868) has allowed the health sector to develop remote solutions for
scanning tags and orders made by a warehouse facility and processed in the central warehouse. These
solutions have been shown to be extremely useful in large scale medical centres and in scanning
points in sites located far from the central warehouse, as they eliminate the need for nursing staff to
make long trips to carry out barcode scans.

MMSlog®

Modular Trolley
Versatility on Wheels

MMSlog® Closed Modular Trolley

The MMSlog® Modular Trolley is a complete range of opened or closed trolleys for healthcare
products storage, transport and distribution. The MMSlog® modular trolley has standard
dimensions according to ISO3394, is made of steel sheet or steel tube with epoxy coating and
features inside guide-rails or guide-panels designed for the use of 600 x 400 mm modules.
Depending on the model and type, the trolley has different heights and is made of 1, 2 or 3 bodies
or sections.

MMSlog® Auxiliary Modular Trolley

MMSlog® Opened Modular Trolley

!

Replenishment

MMSlog®
Intelligent
Cabinets System

Urgent Orders
Urgent orders (replenishment of both compartments). When the nursing staff become
aware of a possible stock shortage, they
can remove the red tag (from the second
drawer) located in the drawer currently
in use, and insert it into the Kanban Box
MMSlog® which will detect that an urgent
order has been made and the product will be
ordered automatically for the warehouse/
unit, so that the replenishment will arrive
within 24 hours.

45º

45º leaning of the
basket when pulled out

Intelligent storage units (MMSlog® Smart Cabinets System) have been shown to be an effective solution for the logistical
management of stock items that are non-storable or are high cost (e.g. implants, prosthetic body parts, catheters
etc.) with the use of product access control (user management), and the assignment of each product to a particular
patient (cost control management) and a requirement for all reference numbers, quantities and batch numbers to
be recorded during product dispensation and return (for traceability and accountability). With the recent inclusion of
RFID technology in the MMSlog® Smart Cabinets System, medical centres can implement passive and 100% objective
management of traceability, at the same time simplifying the process of removal and return of products for the user.

